Pupil Premium Strategy Statement
This statement details our school’s use of Pupil Premium (and Recovery Premium for the 2021 to
2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our disadvantaged pupils.
It outlines our Pupil Premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this academic year
and the effect that last year’s spending of Pupil Premium had within our school.

School Overview
Detail

Information

School name

Corpus Christi Catholic Primary School

Number of pupils in school

421 (inc 31 Nursery children)

Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils

29% (116 children)

Academic year/years that our current pupil
premium strategy plan covers

September 2021 – July 2024

Date this statement was published

1st December 2021

Date on which it will be reviewed

1st April 2022
1st July 2022
1st October 2022 (Final)

Statement authorised by

Kevin Shakespeare

Pupil Premium lead

Zoe Pollard

Governor / Trustee lead

Louise Condie/Jessica Weeks

Funding overview
Detail

Amount

Pupil Premium funding allocation this academic year

113 @ £1,345 = £151,985
1@ £2345 = £2345

Recovery Premium funding allocation this academic year

£17,835

Pupil Premium funding carried forward from previous years
(enter £0 if not applicable)

£7,000 carried forward
from 2020-2021

Total budget for this academic year
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this funding,
state the amount available to your school this academic year

£179,165
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Part A: Pupil Premium Strategy Plan
Statement of Intent

The aim of the Romero MAC and ours as Corpus Christi, is to provide an innovative yet
academically rigorous curriculum that inspires, empowers, and enables all our students to
recognise their full potential and respond to what God calls them to be. We partner and
support parents in their role as primary educators and aim to create a welcoming,
compassionate, diverse and vibrant community that develops within our students a greater
global awareness and encourages both their academic and spiritual growth.
Evidence shows that children from disadvantaged backgrounds generally face extra
challenges in reaching their potential at school and often do not perform as well as their
peers. Through effective use of the additional funding, sharing of best practice (internally
and externally), careful consideration of research and application of our wider calling, our
aim is:
For all of our disadvantaged children to be inspired, empowered and enabled to recognise
and fulfil their potential and respond to what God calls them to be.
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Implementation Statement
The strucutre for aligning out action to achive our intent is drawn principally from the
combination of the Department for Education’s ‘Using Pupil Premium: Guidance for School
Leaders and the Education Endowment Fund’s Guide to Pupil Premium. We have considered
how the layers of priorities fit within the strucutre of implementing the best pracrice three
tiered approach. This naturally aligns with our ongoing strategic thinking which has been
underpinned by Daniel Sobel’s ‘Narrowing the Attainment Gap’, where there is a greater
consideration for the whole child and the numerous barriers (social, emotional and family as
well as educational) that can impact a child’s learning.

(Pupil_Premium_Guidance_iPDF.pdf (educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk)

We have analysed existing practices and other potential strategies and intiatives in line with
these three considrations: Teaching, Targeted support and Wider Strategies/Enrichment.
During this academic year, we are aware of the lasting impact pf COVID on all three areas and
research shows that PP children have been disproportionatly negatively impacted by
disruption to learning. As such, our DISADVANTAGED work has been very closely aligned with
our Catch-Up provision and will conitnue to be so.
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Challenges
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our disadvantaged
pupils. Over the past four years, we have completed our ‘Barriers to Learning’ assessments for
individual classes and have identified these areas as a current priority challenge areas. These
work alongside daily classroom practice following the EEF’s diagnostic model. These areas will
have been influenced by the impact COVID has had on school and families over the past two
years.
Challenge
number

Detail of Challenges

1

Catching up on lost learning

2

Early reading phonic gaps and the enjoyment of reading

3

Lack of oracy skills and limited knowledge of vocabulary which impacts on reading and
writing

4

Lack of enrichment and low aspirations

5

Parental engagement

6

Punctuality and attendance

7

Mental Health and Well-Being and lack of self-esteem

8

Challenging behaviour
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Intended Outcomes
This outlines the outcomes we are aiming for and how we will measure whether they have been
achieved. In order to further transparency, we have divided these into outcomes for this
academic year and outcomes we are aiming to achieve in the next three years (the strategic
period).

Academic Year 2021- 2022
Intended outcome

Success criteria
•

Achieve at least 0 in KS2 progress scores for
Reading, Writing and Maths.

•

Internal comparisons with Summer 2019 to
show net 0 or positive progress for Key Stage
2.

•

Use robust pupil progress meetings to track
pupil’s progress and ensure that the correct
provision is in place to support progress.

•

Analysis of data will show that
disadvantaged children’s attainment is
increasing and comparisons against all
children will show that the gap with nondisadvantaged children is diminishing.

All children achieve at least national average for
Phonics Screening Check including disadvantaged
children.

•

Resources and training are in place to enable staff
to deliver phonics effectively to increase Phonics
attainment.

•

All staff are trained to support the teaching
of phonics.
All staff are trained to support children who
are unable to learn to read using phonics
(precision teaching).
Any children who did not pass the phonics
screening have a more tailored teaching
approach.
Increase the amount of books that will
engage children with relevance to their own
culture and interests.
Promote the love of reading throughout the
curriculum and within school life and
monitor pupil voice.

All children recover any lost learning and that
disadvantaged children are recovering at the
same rate as non-disadvantaged children.
Increased levels of attainment for all children on
previous end of year internal data.

•

•
All children are able to read using different
strategies even if phonics is not the approach for
them.

•

All children have the opportunity to have access to
a wide range of texts and opportunities within the
curriculum and through free choice to promote
the love of reading and increase understanding.
•

All children will have increased oracy skills.
Higher level vocabulary will be accessible and used
within oracy and writing.
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Staff to be trained and model good oracy
skills at all times within school regardless of
role in school.

Writing attainment across school for all children
will have increased on previous year’s internal
data with disadvantaged children’s writing being
in-line with non-disadvantaged children.
Reduced number of children required to have
Speech and Language specialist support.

All children have opportunities to take part in
extra-curricular enrichment activities to support
their learning and increase their cultural capital.
Children are inspired to achieve more and have
increased aspirations to succeed in school life and
beyond.

Parents are able to engage with all aspects of
school-life.
Parents can support their child with their
education.

•

Train staff and use Talk for Writing to
improve writing outcomes in EYFS and KS1.

•

Specialist staff to support with speech and
language

•

Training for staff to support speech &
language targets

•

Moderate and support the teaching of
writing

•

Analysis of data will show that
disadvantaged children’s attainment is
increasing and comparisons against all
children will show that the gap with nondisadvantaged children is diminishing.

•

Ensuring that a broad and balanced
curriculum will give opportunities to further
immerse themselves further into the wider
world.

•

Opportunities for children to be inspired by
aspirational members of society to increase
their own aspirations and support their
vocations.

•

Children who are disadvantaged with
additional needs have a more tailored
supported programme of study to enable all
children to make measurable progress.

•

Disadvantaged children will be given
opportunities to achieve all aspects of The
Romero Child Charter.

•

E-vouchers will support children to access
other enrichment activities which will be
subsidised by the school.

•

Support parents pastorally with engagement
in school and parenting.

•

Provide parents with academic workshops to
support their child.

•

Provide more social opportunities to come
into school to work with their child, staff or
for parenting groups when Covid restrictions
allow.

•

Attendance will be higher than 96% which
was the rate in 2020/2021 for all children
and above 94% for disadvantaged children
and the gap will have narrowed for
2021/2022. Support from the attendance
officer will be integral to this.

•

Punctuality will have increased and will have
a higher number of children in school on
time. Monitoring by SLT will support this.

•

Pastoral staff will support families in.

Increased attendance for all children and
unnecessary lost learning is avoided.
Children are punctual and disruption to learning
for all children is reduced.
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•

Early Bird catch-up clubs, wraparound club
and Breakfast book club will be available to
support in punctuality and attendance.

•

Outside agencies will support the most
vulnerable children.

•

Pastoral support for children who are
struggling with mental health and well-being
will be in place.

Children’s Mental Health and Well-Being is
improved and supported by all

•

Children display more self-confidence and have
better self-esteem which supports them to
engage with school life and their learning

Soft data will show that opportunities to
build self-confidence and self-esteem has
had a positive impact on well-being and
engagement.

•

All children will participate in well-being
activities throughout the year to improve
social skills.

•

E-safety and support will be given to pupils
and parents to ensure that children are kept
safe whilst online which will support mental
health issues.

•
Children are able to regulate their own
behaviours and

Pastoral support with children who regularly
dysregulate. Incidents will reduce as the
support is in place.

•

Learning is not disrupted due to ineffective
behaviour for learning.

Outside agencies to support with strategies
to support teachers so that disruptions in
lessons are minimised.

•

Staff training will support the children and
disadvantaged children’s behaviour incidents
are in-line with non-disadvantaged children
and will show a diminishing outlook.
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Strategic Period (Sep 2021 – Jul 2024)
Intended outcome

Success criteria
Return to positive progress scores for
Reading, Writing and Maths and every data
point.
Return to at least national percentages at
Phonics Screening Check, End of Key Stage
1 and End of Key Stage 2 assessments.

All children recover any lost learning and that
disadvantaged children are recovering at the
same rate as non-disadvantaged children.
Increased levels of attainment for all children.

All children achieve at least national average for
Phonics Screening Check including disadvantaged
children.

All children are fluent readers that are
engaged and have embedded a love of
reading.

Achieving 100% pass rate in Phonics
Screening Check for all (including
disadvantaged) children.
Reading attainment for the vast majority of
children are ARE and that the gap between
disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged is
minimal.
Pupil voice to show that the very large
majority of disadvantaged children enjoy
reading.

Numbers of children that are discharged
from speech & language interventions have
been reduced.
Oracy and higher level vocabulary has
improved writing outcomes for all pupils
with a very large majority attaining ARE and
the gap between disadvantaged children
and non-disadvantaged children is minimal.

Writing attainment across school for all children
will have increased.

There will be no difference between
disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged
children’s attendance and school’s
attendance will be above national average.
The vast majority of pupils will be in school
promptly with no disruption to lessons and
there will be no discrepancy between
disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged
children.

Increased attendance for all children and
unnecessary lost learning is avoided.
Children are punctual and disruption to learning
for all children is reduced.

Children and staff will have a better
understanding of how to support their own
and other’s mental health.

Children’s Mental Health and Well-Being is
improved with children regulating their own
behaviours.
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Children display more self-confidence and have
better self-esteem which supports them to
engage with school life and their learning

The curriculum will be developed further to
incorporate well-being in all area of school
life including outdoor learning and more
specified learning.
Pupil voice will show that children feel more
confident and secure in themselves.
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Activity in this Academic year
This details how we intend to spend our Pupil Premium (and Recovery Premium funding) this
academic year to address the challenges listed above.

Teaching
Budgeted cost: £ 43,000
Activity

Evidence that supports this approach

Challenge number(s)
addressed

Phonics training and
resources

1, 2

Maths training and
Resources

1,2

Writing training inc Oracy
and vocabulary

The Reading Framework,

1, 3

Reading Resources

The Reading Framework

1,2,7

Quality First Teaching &
support
Recall training and
resources for embedded
understanding

1,2,3,5,7,8
Rosenshine

1,2

SEND training –
supporting all children

4,7,8

Targeted academic support
Budgeted cost: £ 40,000
Activity

Evidence that supports this approach

Challenge number(s)
addressed

Additional targeted
support school

1,2,7

Additional online
learning to support

1,3,5,7

Pixl online platform to use
in school for therapies
and assessments plus
training

1,2,3,7
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Key Stage Two Fresh Start
and Precision Teaching to
support readers who are
still not fluent

1,2

Speech & Language
support and training

1,3,

Wider strategies
Budgeted cost: £96,000
Activity

Evidence that supports this approach

Challenge number(s)
addressed

Opportunities for
enrichment and
increase cultural capital

4,5,7

Increase aspirations
and Inspirations project
and support vocations

4,7

Increase attendance
and punctuation

5,6

Support with wraparound
care

4,5,7

Support with breakfast
bagels and nutrition

7

Supporting mental health
& well-being

7,8

Parental Engagement and
family support

5

Supporting challenging
behaviour

4,7,8

Total budgeted cost: £179,000
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Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic year

12

Pupil Premium strategy outcomes for 2020-2021
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
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Externally Provided Programmes

Programme

Provider

Thrive

Hannah Perch (Internal – Thrive verified)

S&L

Pepper Therapy

Service Pupil Premium funding (if applicable)
For schools that receive this funding, you may wish to provide the following information:
Measure

Details

How did you spend your service pupil premium
allocation last academic year?

Not Applicable

What was the impact of that spending on service
pupil premium eligible pupils?

Not Applicable
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Further information (optional)
Use this space to provide any further information about your pupil premium strategy. For
example, about your strategy planning, or other activity that you are implementing to support
disadvantaged pupils, that is not dependent on pupil premium or recovery premium funding.
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